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Vision: Satellite and AI will  transform global climate governance

Manage the
Energy Transition

Protect People,
Nature & Assets

Reduce Greenhouse 
Gases Emissions

Our mission is to provide decision makers with the information they need to:

Vision and mission



Example of what we do : Methane Watch, the first tool to detect and attribute 
large methane emissions at a global scale



Actionable data



Wildfire risk monitoring : a case for AI and geospatial large-scale application



Wildfire risk monitoring : a case for AI and geospatial large-scale application

5 millions

buildings in high 
risk of wildfire areas

- 20 %

respect their legal 
obligation to properly 

manage their 
vegetation

90%

building totally 
destroyed in case of 

wildfire if the 
vegetation around is 

not cleared

300 MEUR

average cost of 
wildfire for the French 

economy

A better monitoring require people and time to visit building one by one …



More and more satellites data available …

BIOMASS

Disponibility of high resolution optical, radar and lidar satellites constellation with global coverage and high 
frequency

Optical sensors

- Passive, measure sun’s 
reflected light
- Visible + near-infrared 
spectrum

SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radars)

- Active
- Microwave spectrum
- Day and Night
- See through clouds



… and public data

An open data ecosystem in France helps train and calibrate Kayrros models.



AI and Cloud computing allow data fusion at large scale

Recent advancements in AI and distributed cloud processing enable the ingestion and processing of large 
amount of data and produce measurement of the Earth at regional and global scale. 

Kayrros developed Phlogeo a large scale satellite data processing software able to ingest and process 1Tb 
of data per hour.



Kayrros wildfire risk monitoring solution

Combine the power of mid-res open-source data (coverage, frequency, historical) and high-res data (baseline and 
calibration)

(SAR) Sentinel-1 
(Optical) Sentinel-2 10m, Spot 1.5 m, BD Ortho 20 cm GEDI 

ISS LiDAR

Deep Learning

Lidar HD 
IGN

Canopy Height and Cover:
- 4 times a year at 10 m 
- once a year at 2 m 
- every 3 years < 1 m 

Risk Score with several 
revisit over the year
 calibrated with public 
authorities 



Kayrros wildfire risk monitoring solution

Methodologies developed and validated with our academic partners and published in scientific papers



Millions buildings under monitoring 3x per year

- Vegetation assessment 50m around the 
building

- Vegetation > 4m : 90% accuracy

- +2000 ground truths and high resolution 
comparison



Millions buildings under monitoring 3x per year

Building level Local level Regional level



End use case : aggregation of 
different layers and datasets to 
support firefighters before and after 
wildfires

blue : previous fire
red dots : heat points
green : biomass density

circles : buildings and “defendability” 
score



Without AI With AI

- the risk of less than 20% of buildings 
is well known

- total coverage once a year would 
require more than 130 FTE  

- 100% coverage, several times a year

- need to visit only the 10-20% most 
critical buildings

- savings : more ressources (time, 
people, money) available for 
awareness and field work

A case for AI and geospatial large-scale application



Rising number of potential users

Fire fighters Insurance

Network infrastructures



Thank you !

s.lamy@kayrros.com
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